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This paper  provides evidence from Russian that irrealis infinitives can be generated as either TPs or CPs. 
The evidence comes from facts about licensing of two series of indefinite pronouns: the ni-series and the 

-series. Members of the ni-series are negative concord items licensed by sentential negation (the 
head of NegP, which dominates TP); they cannot be licensed across a CP phase boundary  (Brown 
(1999), Fitzgibbons (2010), among others). -N -items, on the other hand,  are licensed by certain 
items that have been argued in the literature to be in the  CP domain, such as the question operators 
((Cheng (1991), Chomsky (1995), Rizzi (1997), (1999), Sportiche (1995)))  and imperative operators 
((Han (2001), (Belletti (1999), Schwager (2005), Zanuttini (2008)).  Nibud -items are also licensed by 
quantificational NPs as observed, for example, in Yanovich (2005); I refine Yanovich s conclusion by 
showing that only inherently presuppositional quantificational NPs are licensers. I argue that QNP 
licensers of nibud  are in the CP domain as well, based on the syntactic position of nibud  and the range 
of available  interpretations for weak and strong quantifiers in the presence of nibud . 

Suppose that irrealis infinitives contain an irrealis operator CIRR in CP along the lines of Stowell 
(1982). I make the following prediction then:  if irrealis infinitives are CPs, ni- will not be licensed in 
them by superordinate negation, but  will be fine; if irrealis infinitives are smaller than CP, ni- 
will be licensed by superordinate negation, but  will not be licensed (unless there is a licenser in 
the matrix clause). This prediction is confirmed: ni- and  cannot co-occur in an irrealis infinitive 
(1a), although they  can occur there separately (1b,c). 

I argue that the reason for the contrast between (1a) and (1b,c) lies in the different locality 
requirements on licensing of ni- and -items. Namely, for - to be licensed in an infinitival 
complement, the infinitival complement has to be a CP. Conversely, the ni-item will be separated from 
negation by the CP boundary and as a consequence will not be licensed because it needs to be in the same 
CP phase with the licensing Neg head. 

I propose that a Russian irrealis infinitive can be a CP or a smaller structure; when  is 
licensed, the infinitve is a CP; when ni- is licensed, the infinitive is smaller than CP. This analysis 
explains why, if the ni-item moves into the matrix clause in (1a), the sentence becomes grammatical (2). 
To be licensed, ni- needs to be in the same CP phase with  negation. In (1a), this condition is violated, but 
in (2) it is satisfied.  

This analysis extends to  -licensing in infinitival complements to licensing by modals (3).   
With respect to the examples in (3a,b) on the epistemic meaning, the question arises whether it is the 
modal that licenses  (4a), or CIRR (4b).   I argue for the analysis where the CIRR and not the modal 
is the licenser. The reason is that modal verbs undergo head movement (Stowell (2004), Lechner (2006), 
(2007), Roberts (2010)), which means that we cannot rule out the root meaning for (3a)  there will be a 
point in the derivation where the  root modal c-commands  (5a). On the theory where CIRR is the 
licenser, the epistemic reading for (3a) is correctly ruled out (5b). In (5b), -  is not in the scope of its 
licenser, CIRR, at any point in the derivation. 
 
1.    a. Ja n - ) -  

I   not want   who-     n-what/        n-what who-  give 
 

b. Ja ne     
      I   not want  n-what him give 

  
c. Ja ne   -  
      I   not want  who-     give    money 
       
 



 
(2) -  

I n-what NEG want who-ni  give 
 

[Ja [NegP  i CP komu- i  
 

(3)  a.  Kto-    
  Who-   can      become  millionaire 

Epistemic: it is probable that someone or other  will become a millionaire. 
*Root: someone or other  has the ability to become a millionaire. 

b. -   zverja. 
Hunter  may     shoot        which-   animal 
Epistemic: it is possible that the hunter will shoot some animal or other. 
Root: the hunter is allowed to shoot some animal or other.  
 

(4) a. [Kto-  [kto-   
      b.  [Kto- [CP C IRR [kto-   
 
(5)  a.  [Kto- j  kto-  tj[PRO  millionerom]. 
      b.  [Kto- j kto- tj [CP C IRR  tj[PRO  
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